Bjorn Lomborg asked 32 economists to rate their strategies. ...BJORN LOMBORG is an Adjunct Professor at the Copenhagen Business School.

Embracing freer trade could be our best chance to help the world's poor. ...with 160m fewer poor. Bjorn Lomborg is director of the Copenhagen Consensus.

We can't afford to ignore climate change. ...According to his website, Bjorn Lomborg is all about getting the facts straight.

OPINION: Crime pays, but costs society a great deal! ...sentiments like the ones expressed by Lomborg seem valid.

OPINION: March to save the planet? Get real! ...Change* -- as Professor Bjorn Lomborg, critically acclaimed Danish

Misplaced obsession with climate change. ...The author is director of the Copenhagen Consensus Centre.

Global warming isn't the world's biggest problem. ...our top priority. Credit: Bjorn Lomborg; National Post
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The Costs of Inaction: The Economic and Budgetary Consequences of Climate Change - Opening Statement of Chairman Murray
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Senate Environment and Public Works Committee - Hearing
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Senate Budget Committee - Hearing


...recommend to him an unlikely ally: Bjorn Lomborg, a T-shirt-wearing, vegetarian Citation/Abstract
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REVIEW --- Smart Aid for The World's Poor --- How can rich countries best help poor ones?

Matt Ridley identifies five priorities that provide the biggest benefits for every dollar spent
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Smart Aid for the World's Poor; How can rich countries best help poor ones? Matt Ridley identifies five priorities
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Senate Environment and Public Works Committee - Hearing
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Neoclassical realism and international climate change politics: moral imperative and political constraint in international climate finance
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Die Ratio der "Klima-Religion": Eine theologisch-ethische Auseinandersetzung mit klimaskeptischen Argumenten/The Reason of "Climate-Religion". A Theological-Ethical Critique of Climate Skeptical Arguments
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Putin fears an EU fracking bonanza - but environmentalists don't have to
...We should not let him. Bjorn Lomborg is director of the Copenhagen Consensus
...Copenhagen Business School. Credit: ? BJORN LOMBORG

The public salon continues to thrive: The Munk Debate is just one of the hot tickets on an
event list that still draws the chattering classes out
Coyle, Jim. Toronto Star [Toronto, Ont] 18 May 2014: IN.S.
...debate climate change as mankind’s defining crisis with Bjorn Lomborg at the

Notable & Quotable
...From environmental writer Bjorn Lomborg’s “How Green Policies Hurt the Poor”

Notable & Quotable: Want to lift people out of poverty? Ditch renewable energy goals.
...From environmental writer Bjorn Lomborg’s “How Green Policies Hurt the Poor”

Leading by example on energy
...From Mr Tobey Winters. Sir, Bjorn Lomborg’s critique shows that Germany’s

Leading by example on energy
FT.com (Apr 2, 2014).
...From Mr Tobey Winters. Sir, Bjorn Lomborg’s critique shows that Germany’s

The integrity of science - Lost in translation?
...around the well-publicised Lomborg-case also influenced debates about
...The political scientists Bjorn Lomborg was found guilty of “objectivity
...speaking implied an acquittal of Lomborg, given the Danish definition of
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Beyond the earthly hour: Organisers of lights-out event Earth Hour hope to turn it into a
global movement for change
...has not been without its critics. Bjorn Lomborg, adjunct professor at

Except for Macquarie, the Thames super sewer stinks
...dirty little secret, exposed by Bjorn Lomborg last year, is that they are hugely

Thames Water’s high stakes project is poor value
...dirty little secret, exposed by Bjorn Lomborg last year, is that they are hugely

Cautious optimism
Activist urges economic approach to world problems: Lomborg says most good achieved with cost/benefit analysis
...do what does the most good, Bjorn Lomborg told an audience at Worcester
...countries first. Mr. Lomborg's talk was part of the University
...Caption: 1) Bjorn Lomborg holds up three strips, each with

Keeping MBAs Focused on Social Change, Even After the Fad Passes
...such luminaries as Danish writer Bjorn Lomborg and companies focused on making

College Town
...to fit tight newshole Bjorn Lomborg, who is scheduled to speak from 5 to 6
...of the President. Mr. Lomborg, director of the Copenhagen Consensus Center

SEN. THOMAS R. CARPER HOLDS A HEARING ON EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS, PANEL 1
...a big fan of a fellow named Bjorn Lomborg, who -- with -- basically issues his
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